I. Introduction
First we will re-introduce Lorenz concentration theory and then discuss some well-known impact measures.
I.1 Concentration theory: discrete Lorenz curve
Lorenz concentration theory was invented by Lorenz in 1905 (Lorenz (1905 ) and is used to measure the concentration or inequality between a set of positive numbers (e.g. the salaries of employees). Lorenz concentration theory has also found its way into informetrics e.g. to measure the inequality in citations of papers of an author or to measure the inequality in productivity of authors (i.e. in the number of papers of these authors) -see basically Egghe (2005) , Chapter IV and many references therein. The application of Lorenz concentration theory in informetrics is no surprise since -as in econometrics -many (if not all) source-item distributions are very skew: many sources have few items and few sources have many itemssee Egghe (2005) , Chapter I and IV where these inequalities are described via the laws of Lotka and Zipf (but we will not use these laws in this paper). . We also say that the coordinates of X are more unequal than the ones of Y.
That Lorenz curves are the right tool to measure concentration or inequality is seen by the result of Muirhead (1903) 
where 1 i j N £ < £ and h0 > . Since Y is decreasing, this means, in econometric terms that "we take away ( ) h0 > from the poor (j) and give it to the rich (i)" which indeed yields a more unequal (concentrated) situation, which is applied repeatedly to yield X out of Y.
For further use, we also note the following. If h-index h if rh = is the largest rank such that each paper on rank 1,...,h has h or more citations. As mentioned in many papers, h is a unique index that combines quantity (number of papers) with quality (or rather visibility) (number of citations to these papers) and it is a robust measure in the sense that it is not influenced by a set of lowly cited papers nor by the exact number of citations to the first h papers in the ranking in X (the so-called h-core) (see Braun, Glänzel and Schubert (2006) , Egghe (2006)). However, the latter property is considered as a disadvantage of the h-index: once a paper is in the h-core, it does not matter how many citations (above h) it received or will receive: this does not influence the value of h. We agree with a measure that does not take into account some (or several) lowly cited papers as long as it takes into account the number of citations to the highly cited papers.
Therefore, Egghe introduced in 2006, see Egghe (2006) , an improvement of the h-index: the g-index.
Note that the papers in the h-core, together, have at least 2 h citations. Now the g-index is the largest rank rg = such that all papers on rank 1,...,g , together, have at least 2 g citations.
Obviously gh ³ but that is not an important issue here. It has been recognized that the gindex has more discriminatory power than the h-index (Schreiber (2008a,b) , Tol (2008)). We only present the first 23 papers since we do not need higher ranks. As needed for the calculation of the g-index, we also present the cumulative scores and the squares of the ranks. It is clear from the inequality signs in the Table that h It is not the purpose of this article to compare the advantages and disadvantages of all these impact measures. In this paper we will use these measures in the connection of Lorenz concentration theory. This is done in the next section.
II. Lorenz curves and impact measures

II.1 Properties of good impact measures: the concentration principle
It is not clear what properties impact measures must have to be "good" impact measures. In fact one can formulate many desirable properties but where one can show that no measure can satisfy them all. Also some "desirable" properties even contradict each other ! For more on these aspects, see Woeginger (2008a,b) , Marchant (2008a,b) .
Here we will focus on one -as we think -desirable property: the concentration aspect of citations. To give an intuitive feeling of what we mean by this, the following example. To our feeling it is better to have one article that receives 100 citations and 9 articles with no citations than having 10 articles each receiving 10 citations. Even more philosophical: it is better to write one highly cited paper than to write 10 averagely cited papers. We feel that this principle is non-controversial and worth studying: an impact measure should give a higher value to the former case than to the latter one. This vision is shared in Lehmann, Jackson and 
In view of the above, we want that an impact measure gives a higher value for situation Y than for situation X. By extension and using Muirhead's theorem we can require that, if vectors X and Y are such that That the g-index satisfies the concentration principle is a simple consequence of Muirhead's theorem.
Theorem:
The g-index satisfies the concentration principle. (ii) Conversely it is trivial that ( ) 
g Y g X < we have to prove that ( ) 
g X g Y 3 == as is readily seen.
III. Conclusions
In this paper we have highlighted that compatibility with the Lorenz concentration order is a desirable feature to have for an impact measure. We have shown that, essentially, only the gtype indices (such as g and ³ value on X than on Y. For R we even have a strict inequality and for the g-type indices we also have a strict inequality under certain weak conditions. We feel that this "econometric" property of g-type indices is remarkable and its use should be further investigated.
